[Restless legs and nocturnal leg spasms--forgotten facts in diagnosis--new facts for therapy].
An angiologist's experience with the symptom of restless legs is reported. The condition was diagnosed in 103 patients presenting with pain in their legs occurring predominantly at rest and vanishing with walking. Organic lesions could not be identified (in 76%) or were not responsible for the discomfort (in 24%). A depressive state, most often masked, was recognized in 67%. In 42% anxiety was present alone, and in 49% frank depression was diagnosed. In 9% psychiatric treatment was mandatory. Patients with no depression were either not treated (33%) or were given type I-antiarrhythmic drugs (mostly disopyramide) with good results. These drugs were only transiently effective in depressed patients since anxiety was often intensified when the symptom of restless legs disappeared. Antidepressant agents, though ineffective when given alone, were most helpful when administered together with disopyramide.